
 
 
 
 

 
A. I am dribbling a basketball to help fundraise for the Miami Cancer Institute. It sounds crazy, I 

know! But one in two men and one in three women will be diagnosed with cancer in their 
lifetimes. When that happens, you want a team of world-renowned experts delivering the most 
effective treatments and achieving the best outcomes…and you want it close to home. That is the 
heart of Bounce Back from Cancer™. Your donations help in their quest to build a world without 
cancer. 

 
B. Friends and family, please join me in Bounce Back from Cancer™ benefiting Baptist Health Miami 

Cancer Institute on Sunday, March 12. My team and I will be dribbling a basketball from [Miami 
Cancer Institute to the Miami HEAT’s arena OR The Underline to the Miami HEAT’s arena] with 
the intent to build a world without cancer. If dribbling is not your forte, you can make an impact 
with a simple donation. Check out this link to learn more! [Insert Fundraising Link] 

 
C. I am gearing up to participate in the 2023 Bounce Back from Cancer™ benefiting Baptist Health 

Miami Cancer Institute. On Sunday, March 12, I’ll be joining Miami HEAT representatives, Miami 
Cancer Institute physicians, employees and community members to dribble for a cause dear to 
me – building a world without cancer. Will you support my efforts to help fund breakthrough 
cancer research and clinical trials? 

 
D. On Sunday, March 12, [TEAM NAME] will take steps to change the odds for patients facing cancer. 

This will be [TEAM NAME]’s inaugural year participating in Bounce Back from Cancer™ and we 
need your help!  
 
One in two men and one in three women will be diagnosed with cancer in their lifetimes. When 
that happens, you want a team of world-renowned experts delivering the most effective 
treatments and achieving the best outcomes… and you want it close to home.  
 
That’s the heart of Bounce Back from Cancer™. Your donations help in their quest to build a world 
without cancer.  
 
To donate, please visit:  - Personal Fundraising Link Here -  

 
Donations of any amount are greatly appreciated.  Every dollar raised will be used to support 
research and clinical trials at Miami Cancer Institute.  

 
To learn more about the cause and the day of the event, check out their website at 
www.heathelpcure.org  
 
Thanks so much for your support.     
NAME  

 

http://www.heathelpcure.org/

